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Abstract
Exploration of space has returned its focus to the mysteries of the solar system. Many
questions remain about how the solar system was formed. The gas giants hold some
of these answers and efforts are under way to investigate the composition of these ex-
traordinary planets. Space agencies and research organisations have detailed proposals
for exploration of the gas giants by atmospheric entry probes that will encounter speeds
ranging between 22 and 50 km/s. The accurate experimental simulation of high enthalpy
flows at these type of speeds are mostly out of reach for current research facilities. There
are impulse facilities which can simulate these flows, but they are currently only able to
simulate the post-shock radiation. Simulating a true aero-thermodynamic test flow at
these velocities is still quite a complicated task.
The current maximum performance driver used at The University of Queensland’s X2 ex-
pansion tube has simulated Uranus entry equivalent flow speeds just short of the required
22.3 km/s. This flow was produced with a shock tube speed of around 9 km/s, or by
using a secondary driver shock speeds of 10 km/s, but the conditions were operationally
very difficult.
This thesis has explored and categorised the processes involved in increasing the perfor-
mance of the X2 expansion tube. Affected predominately by driver conditions and driver
gas temperature, the shock speed in the shock tube is an indication of facility performance.
Increases in the shock tube shock speed produce an increase in performance of the test
flow. This fundamental understanding has guided this work into developing a new high
enthalpy driver condition for the X2 expansion tube. This thesis has produced favourable
results across a range of test flow conditions including Uranus entry simulation with shock
tube shock speeds of 9750 m/s without using a secondary driver. Also simulated were
Far solar return earth entry flow conditions with shock speeds of 7250 m/s and Apollo
re-entry flow conditions with shock speeds of 7000 m/s.
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This thesis documents the development of a new high enthalpy driver condition for the X2
Expansion tube. The design of driver conditions for an existing facility is a challenging
process. The safe operation of a free piston expansion tube presents many constraints
to the design process while the scope for optimisation is restricted to the combination
of just two design variables, Reservoir and Driver pressure. This thesis aims to design
a combination of pressures to produce a new high enthalpy driver condition that can be
safely operated within the current physical limits of the X2 facility.
Chapter 1 Details the purpose of this investigation, the thesis postulate, outlines
the scope and goals of the thesis, and offers a suggestion for how the new driver may
contribute to the field of hypersonics.
Chapter 2 Develops a brief Literature review of hypersonic impulse facilities fo-
cusing on the Evolution of ground testing, Expansion Tubes, Free Piston drivers and
Research Capabilities providing background into driver condition design.
Chapter 3 Describes the method used to design driver conditions including the
use of theoretical analysis and CFD simulations to aid the model development process,
and Blank off experimental tests to validate the models.
Chapter 4 Presents the results from the analysis process described in Chapter 3,
with results from blank off test validation of L1d3 simulations. The new high enthalpy
driver condition is presented categorising the predicted performance improvements.
Chapter 5 Concludes the thesis underlining specific outcomes of the investigation
and recommends a path for furthering this work.
1
1.1 CHAPTER 1. THESIS STRUCTURE
1.1 Driving Force
1.1.1 Scientific Community
The driving force behind this investigation is directly related to a renewed interest in the
exploration of our solar system, specifically the gas giants Saturn and Uranus. Over the
past decade numerous reports have been generated by scientific research bodies describ-
ing plans to send atmospheric entry probes to these planets. NASA and the US National
Research Council have both described missions to be conducted within this decade 2012-
2022 [10, 11]. The working conditions for these spacecraft are described by NASA as
Extreme Environments [11] when considering the entry velocities and atmospheric condi-
tions. For the proposed Uranus mission probe entry speed is in excess of 22 km/s into an
atmospheric density of 0.42 kg/m3 containing 82.5 % Hydrogen and 15.2 % Helium with
a small amount of Methane [12]. Understanding these conditions presents justification
for efficiently designed heat shields to save on entry probe design weight and ensure the
crafts survival in these hostile conditions.
Figure 1.1: Composite false colour image of Uranus [1]
1.1.2 Aerospace Engineering
Historically heat shield design for atmospheric entry probes have been awarded a large
safety margin with respect to the aerospace industry standard resulting in heavier than
required craft to ensure mission survival. A well known example of this situation is the
atmospheric entry probe Galileo launched to explore the atmosphere of Jupiter in 1989.
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The craft experienced flows and ablation of the heat shield that was unexpected by the
engineers and almost caused failure of the mission, additionally if the design was more
efficient then the mission time may have been lengthened. As the physical testing of
Figure 1.2: Visual description of sensor measurements showing ablation of heat shield
within first 2 minutes of atmospheric flight [2]
these spacecraft in their respective working environments is extremely costly and not
practical for repetitive study, other means of environment simulation are needed. CFD
is progressing in its capacity to simulate hypersonic flows but is not yet viable for stand-
alone study. Collaboration and validation is necessary between experimental testing from
impulse facilities and data produced by CFD flow analysis to provide an adequate level
of confidence in the simulation of required flow conditions. A study by Ritter et al.
has shown that as yet the hypersonic community cannot accurately represent these high
enthalpy flow conditions and simulate the ablation of Galileo’s heat shield [13]. During
a study into related literature, some of which is presented in section 2.4 concerning high
velocity hypersonics, no evidence was found to suggest that there are any facilities that
can currently provide experimental high enthalpy simulations at these velocities that are
aero-thermochemically correct.
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1.1.3 High Enthalpy Simulation
Responding to the interest in experimental simulation of gas giant entry and noting a lack
of knowledge specific to the flow conditions encountered during atmospheric entry of gas
giants, a study was conducted by James et al. to explore the capability of the X2 facility
[14]. From their investigation it was shown that the X2 expansion tube was able to produce
aero-thermochemically correct flows, with minor inconsistencies in enthalpy, simulating
atmospheric entry into Uranus of velocities up to 19 km/s. Extending their study they
demonstrated that flow speeds of up to 22.3 km/s could theoretically be produced within
the physical constraints of the current X2 facility geometry. Accurate representation of
these flow velocities would enable scale model experiments to better understand these
Extreme Environment conditions. However to produce these flow speeds the output of
the X2 facility would need to increase both in enthalpy and shock speed. The investigation
and findings by James et al. has led to my thesis postulate:-
“Development of High Enthalpy Driver Conditions for X2 Expansion Tube”
1.2 Objectives and Scope of Investigation
1.2.1 Aim of Thesis
The aim of this thesis is:
“To Develop a High Enthalpy Driver Condition for the X2 Expansion
Tube that will allow for accurate experimental representation of atmospheric
entry into Uranus.”
1.2.2 Main Objectives
To gauge the success of this project the primary aim has been split into smaller objectives.
This is to provide clarity and ensure efficient driver condition optimisation and project
progression, the main objectives are to:
1 Explore Driver related operating limits of the X2 Free Piston Expansion tube.
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2 Develop driver conditions for the X2 expansion tube that produce higher enthalpy
flow and shock speed than currently available drivers.
3 Perform Blank off tests to experimentally validate New X2 driver conditions.
1.2.3 Auxiliary Objectives
The Auxiliary objectives provide a measure to ensure safe operation of the facility and
provide tools to track the success of the main objectives and include:
– Developing procedures to characterise the performance of New X2 driver conditions.
– Ensuring the driver condition will not exceed safe operation of the free piston.
– Ensuring the maximum pressures do not exceed the safety limits of the X2 facility.
– Establishing Standard Operating Procedures and Risk Assessment for X2 Blank Off
Tests.
1.2.4 Scope
The following were deemed within the Scope of this Thesis:
– Reservoir fill Pressure and how it affects the free piston dynamics.
– Driver fill Pressure and how it affects the free piston dynamics.
– Free piston isentropic compression of driver gas to burst pressure of main diaphragm.
– Piston dynamics regarding the acceleration and deceleration of the X2 free piston
and how they relate to Reservoir and Driver fill Pressure.
– Safe operation of the X2 facility including Blank off test procedures and risk assess-
ment.
– Characterisation of the X2 facility performance increase comparing shock speed and
enthalpy in the shock tube
The following were deemed outside the Scope of this Thesis:
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– Physical alteration of Compression tube, Reservoir and Piston to achieve design
conditions
– Mirels effects in the shock or acceleration tube
– Losses through the sonic throat
– Effect of opening time of the primary diaphragm
– Hold time and effects of the secondary diaphragm
– The exact condition refinement of flow conditions at nozzle exit
– Test flow hold time duration (Tuned Piston Operation)
1.3 Expected Contribution
Upon achieving the aim of this thesis a variety of contributions to the hypersonic commu-
nity could reasonably be expected. Firstly a successful new high enthalpy driver condition
would help to expand the experimental capacity of the X2 Expansion tube here at the
University of Queensland. There are a number of test flow conditions that would benefit
from a higher enthalpy driver condition. The ‘Uranus’ entry condition studied by James
et al. as described in Chapter 4 . The ‘Apollo’ 4 re-entry condition currently studied by
Cullen et al. [15] defined in Chapter 4 would benefit from this high performance driver
condition in regards to enthalpy matching. Also a re-entry condition from far solar ex-
ploration ‘FSolar’ that is being currently explored [16] could benefit from this new driver
condition by an increase in shock speed with specific details compared later in Chapter 4.
Secondly as the X2 facility would be able to produce flows not yet available to the wider
hypersonic research community the new driver conditions could result in collaboration
studies being performed generating an extension of interest in the X2 facility and hyper-
sonic study at The University of Queensland (UQ).
Lastly as an example of driver design optimisation within the physical constraints of a fa-
cility, this thesis could be used by other students investigating Free Piston driven facilities




A chronological review of subject area literature is presented here to illustrate the natural
evolution of hypersonic flight simulation using impulse test facilities. Context for the
reader will be built by investigating the origin of aero-thermodynamics and the evolution
of impulse facilities to examine these new flight conditions. From here the expansion tube
will be discussed and how the free piston driver was used to increase its effectiveness.
The investigation will then focus on the X2 facility and its development expanding on its
current research capabilities.
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2.1 CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Evolution of Ground testing
“Later, I realized that the mission
had to end in a let-down because the
real barrier wasn’t in the sky but in




Questions emerged during the 1940’s challenging what was possible, driving technology
forward and testing the limits of air travel. Chuck Yeager broke the sound barrier in
1947 aboard the X-1 experimental aircraft extending the speed limit of air travel past the
speed of sound for the first time. Despite this achievement, and similar to his counterparts
on the ground, he realised that greater knowledge was needed. Towards the end of the
1940’s aero-thermodynamics had evolved from aerodynamics with increasing Mach num-
ber flight conditions displaying new unexplained physical phenomena. Blow-down tunnels
which superseded conventional wind tunnels used for flight testing of aircraft models were
investigated by Wegner in 1950. He found them to be inadequate for accurately simulating
these faster flows stating [17],
“Producing hypersonic flows suitable for model testing entails difficulties
uncommon to conventional supersonic wind tunnels.”
The aeronautical community called for dedicated facilities to investigate the phenomena
associated with these new hypersonic flight conditions. This led to the development of
the shock tunnel that operated by allowing an extremely high pressure gas to expand into
a relatively low pressure gas via the rupture of a separating diaphragm. This produced
a shock wave that processed and accelerated the test gas increasing its temperature and
pressure producing supersonic flow as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The limitations of the
basic shock tube were due to radiative effects passed onto the gas as a result of enthalpy
transfer from the incident shock [18]. The effect of this on Mach number and temperature
were somewhat mitigated by adding a divergent nozzle to the end of the tube as described
by [19] producing hypersonic flow. Higher Mach number test flows were required resulting
8
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Figure 2.1: Shock tube flow after diaphragm rupture with high pressure in section 4 and
low pressure in section 1 and shock processed test gas in section 2 [3]
Figure 2.2: Reflected Shock tube flow after diaphragm rupture showing stagnation region
and isentropic expansion of test flow, adapted from [4]
in an iteration of the shock tube design, the reflected shock tube. This design added an
end wall to the shock tube reflecting the incident shock wave and processing the test gas
for a second time. The end wall also stagnates the test gas increasing temperature and
pressure rupturing a thin diaphragm allowing a divergent nozzle to isentropically expand
the stagnated gas over the test piece illustrated in Figure 2.2. Performance losses due to
stagnation pressures and unintentional dissociation of the test gas were the main downfall
of these facilities [18] which led to the proposition of increasing the enthalpy by expanding
the flow instead of stagnating it giving rise to the expansion tube.
2.2 Expansion Tube
In 1952 Ressler and Bloxsom proposed the addition of enthalpy to the gas flow by using
the process of unsteady expansion [20]. This process is initiated by taking the high
velocity shock processed test gas from a shock tube and expanding it into a low pressure
9
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Figure 2.3: Expansion tube showing driver gas and driven section and expansion section
[5]
acceleration tube. Investigated theoretically by Trimpi in 1962 [21] the expansion process
involved a pressure differential separated by a thin diaphragm causing the test gas to
be drawn into the tube upon rupture and accelerated by an unsteady expansion. This
expansion process reduces temperature and pressure while adding enthalpy to the test
gas. Trimpi idealising many of the processes involved, noted that the expansion tube
could theoretically outperform other impulse facilities doubling test gas velocities and
reducing containment pressures and dissociation effects when compared to reflected shock
tubes [21]. A visualisation of an expansion tube facility can be seen in Figure 2.3. As
a result of not stagnating the test flow performance was increased when compared to
reflected shock tunnels. The test times achieved with expansion tubes were longer than
standard shock tunnels. However inherent to the higher velocity of the test gas the
available test time was reduced when compared to reflected shock tunnels. A variety
of experimental investigations during the late 1960’s to late 1980’s were conducted on
expansion tubes. A large range of operating conditions studied were found to be limited
by inherent instabilities in the test flow [20]. Two such disturbances included expansion
wave reflections reducing test times and driver gas contamination of the test flow as
found during one exploration by Paul and Stalker [22]. These limitations found during
experimental analysis of expansion tubes led to expertise being developed here at UQ by
investigation of the expansion processes involved. A study by Paull and Stalker in 1991
identified the cause of these test gas disturbances as frequency focused lateral acoustic
waves[23]. They continued explaining that the origin of the noise is from the primary
diaphragm rupture. Referring to Figure 2.4 the frequency of the rupture and the change
in gas sound speed across the pressure change, between the expanded driver gas (3) and
10
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Figure 2.4: Time/Displacement diagram showing, unsteady expansions (USX) and wave
processes, and acoustic waves entering test gas and disturbing test flow properties.
Adapted from [6].
processed test gas (2), caused acoustic waves to pass through the driver-test gas interface,
‘contact surface’ between regions (2) and (3), showing up as disturbances in the exit test
flow (6). The answer to producing test flows without disturbances, as found by Paull
and Stalker, lies in choosing driver conditions that provide an acoustic buffer between the
driver and test gas in the form of an increase in sound speed between the two gases. This
called for versatility in the driver test gas properties to allow for different sound speeds
to be tailored for different required test gases and test flows to enable a viable range of
operating conditions. One way for providing a range of driver gas properties and still
provide high enthalpy conditions was to use a free piston driver.
2.3 Free Piston Driver
The idea of using a lightweight free piston to compress and heat the driver gas in a shock
tube was first proposed by Stalker in 1961 [24, 25]. The motivation for applying this
method for supplying driver gas to a shock tube was to increase the maximum shock
Mach number which, as detailed in Section 3.1, is increased by the sound speed of the
driver gas. Equation 3.5 shows that a rise in driver gas sound speed can be produced
by using a light driver gas, (i.e. Helium as opposed to air), and/or by increasing the
11
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temperature of the driver gas. Therefore the rise in temperature required, as illustrated
in Figure 2.5, to increase the driver sound speed is the main benefit of the free piston
driver. Depending on the volumetric compression ratio (CR) of the driver tube they are
capable of compressively heating the driver gas up to 7000 K [26]. Figure 2.6 shows the
Figure 2.5: Sound speed shown with different driver gases and temperatures illustrating
the biggest increase in sound speed is from increasing temperature of driver gas. Produced
using Equation 2.6 and gas constants for air, Ratio of specific heats (γ) =1.44, Specific
Gas constant(R) =287, and for helium, γ =1.67 and R =2077.
Figure 2.6: Free Piston Driver showing reservoir, compression tube and piston travel with
initial and final positions.
basic configuration of a free piston driver. The versatility of this method to reduce the
acoustic waves disturbance of the test flow is drawn from the ability to pick any driver
gas or mixture of gases to suit the intended shock tube test gas and produce the desired
condition. Noting Figure 2.6 operation of the driver starts with filling the compression
12
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tube with a driver gas and restriction of the piston at the initial position shown. The
Reservoir is then filled to a much larger pressure until release of the piston which is
accelerated in the direction of the arrow by the pressure differential between the reservoir
and compression tubes. When the pressure between the two tubes is equal the piston
has acquired a large amount of kinetic energy from the process of acceleration [27]. The
piston then passes this energy into the driver section by compressing and heating the
gas. At this point the piston comes to a temporary stop providing the shock tube, (upon
diaphragm rupture), with the desired driver gas condition. The piston then behaves in
a number of different ways depending on the condition necessary and will be discussed
further in Section 2.4. In the late 1980’s the UQ group led by Professor Stalker became
the first to add a free piston driver to an expansion tube. This tube the TQ/X1 was used
in the experiments by Paull and Stalker, referred to in Section 2.2, to develop theory and
expertise in expansion tube operation and analysis. This development of this expertise
and the success of the combination of free piston driver and expansion tube led to the
commissioning of the X2 facility.
2.4 X2 and Research Capabilities
The X2 expansion tube was designed and developed in the early 1990’s after the success-
ful X1 pilot facility proved that a free piston driver expansion tube was a viable research
platform [23]. Commissioned in 1995 the X2 facility designed by Professor Morgan and
Doolan [28] originally had a two stage free piston driver. The two stage driver, shown
in Figure 2.7 was shorter than a single stage driver and helped to save on cost and the
physical space needed to house the facility. It’s main purpose was to provide a proof of
concept for the larger X3 facility. At the beginning of 2004 the X2 was converted to a
single stage piston driver and is documented in a PhD thesis by Scott [7] with the current
X2 facility configuration shown in Figure 2.8. This upgrade was performed to increase
the performance of the X2 by increasing the compression ratio and burst pressure of the
primary diaphragm, which in turn increases the shock wave strength in the shock tube
by processes that will be discussed in section 3.2. Another attribute of the X2 expansion
tube is the area change from compression tube diameter (0.2568 m) to shock/acceleration
13
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Figure 2.7: X2 initial design configuration showing the two stage compound driver [7].
Figure 2.8: X2 current design configuration showing the single stage free piston driver [7].
tube diameter (0.085 m). This area change allows for a steady expansion to occur after
diaphragm rupture. Driver gas flows towards the shock tube entrance choking the throat
to Mach 1 conserving total enthalpy and pressure and increasing performance when com-
pared to an unsteady expansion through a supersonic throat [26]. The driver condition
is said to be ‘tuned’ when the piston velocity is equal to the subsonic velocity of the gas
into the choked throat. This leads to the maximum test time of the expansion tube by
maintaining a constant pressure supply from the driver [29]. This effect can be used with
lighter driver gases, such as Helium, through an orifice plate increasing the area change so
that the volumetric flow rate and the piston speed are matched preserving piston dynamics
and pressure supply [30]. Although this introduces a supersonic throat and an unsteady
expansion into the shock tube reducing the total enthalpy and pressure the performance
increase is maintained by an increase in pressure hold time which drives a stronger shock
14
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through the driven tubes [30]. The next physical iteration of the X2 facility was to use
this ‘tuned’ driver conditions to lengthen the duration of test times. Gildfind in 2010 as
part of his PhD thesis designed driver conditions and a new light weight piston to enable
testing of scramjet flight conditions [8]. The reduction in piston mass allowed the driver
to accelerate and stop quicker allowing for longer duration test flows at close to orbital
speeds, the heavy and light weight pistons can be seen in Figure 2.9.
(a) 35kg piston by Scott[7] (b) 10.5kg piston by Gildfind[8]
Figure 2.9: X2 Free pistons
15
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Chapter 3
High Enthalpy Flow Development
This chapter details the process used to develop the final high enthalpy driver condition.
The link between driver condition CR and shock speed in the shock tube will be described
providing a target for optimisation of facility performance. Analysis of the driver condition
will begin with the physical design and its limitation on design parameters. From here
the governing parameters will be introduced and limited by the scope of this thesis.
Then a Hornung analysis code will be implemented to reduce driver condition candidates
according to governing parameters and scope. Successful conditions are then analysed
using CFD code L1d3 to assess the performance increase of each preliminary condition.
A driver condition is chosen to be validated using a blank off test procedure resulting in
a final condition that is simulated in L1d3 to categorise the performance increase across
a variety of test flow conditions with comparison against theoretical predictions.
17
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3.1 X2 Performance Analysis
The X2 expansion tunnel is a high enthalpy impulse facility capable of simulating super-
orbital test flows, speeds above 8000 m/s and flow enthalpy higher than 30 MJ/kg. A
schematic representation of the X2 can be seen in Figure 3.1 by Gildfind [8] and illustrates
the associated idealised shock processes involved during operation of the facility known
as a ‘test shot’. The driver section is the logical point to start a performance analysis and
is confirmed by Morgan [26],
Figure 3.1: X2 schematic representation showing idealised shock processes [8].
“The starting point for high performance shock tunnels lies in the driver
section, and driver design has led the quest for high flight speed simulation
capability.”
Recalling the literature review of impulse facilities it is evident that the performance
of the X2 free piston driver must be increased to achieve a higher enthalpy test flow
condition able to accurately represent atmospheric entry into Uranus. Results presented
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in Chapter 4 will show shock speeds in the shock tube and acceleration tube to categorise
the performance of the expansion tube. However it should be noted they are only used as
a measuring tool and effects associated with flow through these tubes are deemed outside
the scope of this thesis. To analyse how a high enthalpy driver condition can increase the
speed of a shock it is necessary to work back upstream starting with the shock tube.
3.1.1 From shock speed to Compression Ratio
The test gas incident shock speed V s1 dictates the Mach number, Ms of the shock in
association with the test gas sound speed, a1 shown in Equation 3.1 as the sound speed is
constant from initial conditions the driver condition can be derived from the Mach shock
number.
V s1 = Ms ∗ a1 (3.1)
The analysis in this section refers to the regions indicated in Figure 3.1 and can also be
represented as subscripts to the gas properties. The Mach number of a normal shock is












after the shock wave in the shock tube, and γ of the test gas. Noting that P1, (the initial
shock tube fill pressure), is set by the experimental test condition and assuming the γ is
constant, it can be expected that as the pressure after the shock wave P2 rises then the
Mach number shall also rise. Focusing on increasing P2 the next governing process to
be understood is the unsteady expansion from region 4 to region 1 after the diaphragm
rupture. This process is described by the Shock Tube Equation 3.3 from Anderson [9]
and is a measure of the shock strength relating to the pressure change across the shock,
the properties and sound speeds of the two gases and the initial difference in pressure
between region 4 and region 1. It should be noted that the use of Equation 3.3 is done
so using assumptions simplifying the process ignoring boundary layer effects, diaphragm
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losses, and assuming constant gas properties. Re-arranging Equation 3.3 for P2 and

































As the expansion tube has a free end, (the gas is free to move), it can be understood from
the description of a shock tube process in 2.1 that the pressure P4 will always be larger
than P2. Noting this and with reference to the denominator on the right hand side of
Equation 3.4 in order to increase P2 a reduction must be made in the sound speed ratio
a1
a4
. Reducing the sound speed ratio between the two different gases requires the sound
speed for the driver gas in region 4 to be increased. As evident from Equation 3.5 with
γ4 and R4 assumed driver gas constants the increase in performance of the X2 expansion




This relationship is confirmed by James et al. whom illustrate the connection between
driver gas temperature and CR [14].
“The driver gas sound speed a4 =
√
γ4R4T4 is a function of temperature,
which for an isentropic compression, is a function of the compression ratio.
In general, driver performance corresponds far more to driver rupture temper-
ature (T4), which is controlled by the compression ratio, than it does to driver
pressure (P4) which is controlled by the chosen diaphragm thickness.”
Compiling the information from this analysis a clear line of influence can be seen from
the CR achieved by the driver condition to the velocity of the incident shock wave that
propagates through the test gas. The governing relationship of this investigation is now
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apparent. An increase in the CR (λ) shown in Equation 3.6 adapted from Scott [7]
will increase the shock speed and therefore enthalpy in the shock tube increasing the
performance of the X2 expansion tunnel. Equation 3.6 describes the ratio of initial (Pi)








3.1.2 Driver Geometry analysis
Noting the exponential nature of the CR equation illustrated in Figure 3.2 the compression
ratio increases as the initial fill volume decreases for a chosen burst pressure. As the
amount of gas remains constant during compression the condition with the lower initial
fill pressure would occupy less volume. Therefore the maximum theoretical value for CR
that could be achieved would be limited by the physical geometry of the X2 driver. The
volumetric compression ratio using geometry is simply the swept volume of the piston in
the compression tube CR = InitialV olume/FinalV olume. To calculate the initial and
final volumes of the driver a simple model was used creating a relationship between three
cylinders, The volume of tube from piston face to buffer plate (dimensions h1 and d1), the
volume of the protruding buffers (dimensions h2 and d2) and the volume of tube inside
the buffer plate (dimensions h3 and d3). An illustration of the dimensions is shown in
3.3 and the method used shown in Equations 3.7 and 3.8. A python code by the author,
‘comp volume.py’ found in Appendix A - Python Code, was used to perform the buffer
volume and CR analysis over a range of buffer lengths to find the maximum compression
ratio physically possible, the results are shown in Figure 4.1 and were used to focus the
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Figure 3.2: Representation of Equation 3.6 showing the Driver fill pressure needed for a
set compression ratio at maximum allowable burst pressure with the fill pressure for the
current maximum performance driver also shown for reference.
3.2 Condition Analysis
As the governing relationship between CR and Shock speed and the physical restrictions
of the driver are now known analysis of the driver conditions can move forward. The
Condition analysis is focused on providing solutions that fit within the scope of the thesis
and ensure pressure safety restrictions and soft piston landing conditions are met. The
equations of motion and governing parameters for optimum performance of a free piston
driven driver are well known and documented by Hornung [31]. This document has led
to use of the term ‘Hornung analysis’ to describe the processes involved in the idealised
analysis of free piston motion in a pressure vessel. Gildfind used this analysis method
to develop a Matlab code [8] to predict the behaviour of the free piston according to
changes in initial fill pressures of the reservoir and driver. This code was then adapted by
James [32] resulting in the python code used for this section ‘hornung analysis.py’, which
operates on the following input parameters:-
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Figure 3.3: Representation of driver geometry showing relevant cylinder dimensions for
use in calculation of initial and final driver volume.
– Reservoir Pressure
– Initial Driver Pressure
– Driver gas composition
– Diaphragm Burst Pressure
– Piston Type (Heavy Piston 35 kg or Light weight Piston 10.5 kg)
A new python code written by the author, ‘search neo.py’ shown in Appendix A - Python
Code was used to iterate through the Hornung analysis code to narrow down driver
conditions ensuring they operated within the design parameters:-
– Burst pressure is less than safety limit for X2 compression tube (40 MPa [8]).
– Reservoir pressure is less than safety limit of X2 Reservoir (8 MPa [8])
– Volumetric compression ratio less than Maximum specified by buffer length (CR 98)
– Soft piston landing condition, must have inflection point before striking buffers
– Piston speed at rupture must be less than Nylon buffer maximum allowed [8]
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– Condition must improve on current CR of 40
Results of this analysis can be found in section 4.1 which presents a list of conditions in
Table 4.1 that were selected for further analysis by CFD simulation.
3.3 Condition Simulation
The candidate driver conditions selected from section 3.2 are then simulated using the
CFD analysis code L1d3 to estimate the full facility response to the driver conditions.
L1d3 was developed in house at UQ and is a Lagrangian quasi-one dimensional gas dy-
namic simulation code. This code is capable of simulating full piston dynamics including
friction effects, associated lateral wave processes as illustrated in 3.1, flow chemistry and
viscous effects [33, 34]. Losses due to flow through the launcher are handled by loss factors
which are empirically determined and form part of section 3.4. The simulation program
requires a configuration file that describes the set-up of the facility similar to section 3.2
including the following input parameters.
– Reservoir Pressure
– Initial Driver Pressure
– Driver gas composition
– Primary Diaphragm Burst Pressure
– Shock tube Pressure
– Shock tube gas composition
– Secondary Diaphragm Burst Pressure
– Acceleration tube Pressure
– Acceleration tube gas composition
– Initial Temperatures
– Loss Factors (Used after Blank Off Validation, only for Final simulations.)
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The results from these simulations can be seen in 4.2 and categorise the performance of
the driver conditions according to shock speed through the shock tube and acceleration
tube. The conditions are analysed compared to the current driver and to theoretical
solutions of the conditions derived from the python code ‘Pitot.py’ written by James
[30]. Design parameters are used, illustrated in section 3.2, to categorise a trade off
between performance increase and safe facility operation with one condition selected to
perform blank off validation tests. The method for blank of tests is described in Section
3.4 and is used to confirm the loss factors through the launcher enabling comparison to
experimental data with confidence. Once the final driver condition is validated it will be
compared to theoretical predictions and a simulation of the current high enthalpy driver.
Three test flow simulations of specific conditions will be used to categorise the increase
in performance of the X2 expansion tube with results shown in Section 4.4. A sample
configuration file for one compression ratio developed here is provided for reference in
Appendix C - L1d3 Analysis Results.
3.4 Blank Off Validation
Exploring new driver conditions can be quite dangerous to the facility as new conditions
that have only been tested via CFD simulations may contain errors and could cause the
piston to impact the buffer plate or be rebounded into the launcher damaging either of
these and also the piston. To have confidence that simulations of the facility match the
experimental test shots, losses incurred through the launcher must be accounted for with
empirical measurement of the driver pressure. Applying the correct loss factor through
the launcher specific to a driver condition allows for matching the pressure trace from
the blank off test with a L1d3 blank off simulation. This encourages confidence that the
simulation is correctly representing the piston and gas dynamics of an experimental test
shot. The blank off tests are performed as per SOP which can be found in Appendix D -
Blank Off Test and required a risk assessment to be performed also found in Appendix D
- Blank Off Test. The blank off tests involve filling the facility with the specified driver
condition at the correct pressures and firing the facility with a blank off plate in place of
the rupturing diaphragm. This enables recording of the maximum pressure that would
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be seen in the compression tube if the diaphragm did not break at the specified burst
pressure. A brief procedure is outlined here:-
– From a fully evacuated facility reload piston and ensure correct mounting onto
launcher confirmed by piston launcher cavity pumping down to vacuum.
– Ensure PCB pressure transducer is installed into Blank off plate correctly
– Remove st1 pressure mount from shock tube and route PCB cable through to pri-
mary diaphragm capstan ensuring cable is not pinched by capstan or edge of pressure
mount hole.
– Ensure blank off plate is correctly installed and PCB is not pinched when tightening
primary capstan.
– Plate is correctly installed when capstan tightening handle is lined up with the 1.2
mm diaphragm mark but capstan nut is two whole threads further out of tube,
illustrated in Figure 3.4.
– Ensure rest of facility is reassembled as per facility standard operating procedure
with the shock tube and acceleration tube at atmospheric pressure.
– Apply eye protection.
– Perform vacuum flushing of driver and fill to required driver gas pressure.
– Apply ear protection.
– Proceed to fill reservoir to required pressure and fire facility.
– Vent reservoir to atmosphere
– Continue with standard operating procedure venting entire facility.
The PCB attached to the blank off plate provides a signal that is recorded via the Data
Acquisition Card onto a USB as a tdms file. A python code was written by the author,
‘l1d Boff Trace plotter.py’ shown in Appendix D - Blank Off Test, based on a code by
James [35], was used to read the raw tdms file outputted by the data acquisition system
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and compare it with the empirical pressure trace with L1d3 simulations until a match was
made using a certain loss factor. This method along with a sensitivity calibration test
performed on the PCB is considered to have validated the L1d3 simulation. The results
from pressure matching can be seen in 4.3 and sensitivity calibration documentation can
be found in Appendix D - Blank Off Test. Blank off tests also allow for validation of the
Figure 3.4: Capstan handle lines up with mark for 1.2 mm diaphragm, capstan is proud
of the compression tube by four threads.
physical inflection point of the piston which can be hard to predict as a result of nuances
with the way L1d3, a quasi-one dimensional code, represents area changes and the overall
geometry of the compression tube. Before reloading the piston for a blank off test the
nylon buffers each had a hole drilled into them to support an aluminium welding rod
as seen in Figure 3.5 the rods are then bent over at specific lengths from the end of the
buffer. The intent of this procedure is to measure the precise inflection point to within a 5
mm uncertainty and compare with the inflection point predicted by L1d3 simulation. The
results of the inflection point investigation can be seen in section 4.3. While performing
experiments the opportunity was taken to collect further information about the physical
geometry of the X2 compression tube and buffer plate including the nylon buffers which
is presented in section 4.3.
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Figure 3.5: Welding rod arrangement, rods bent over at 5 mm increments to capture




This Chapter will provide details of the results from the analysis procedure set out in
Chapter 3. Findings will be presented and discussed from the theoretical analysis of the
piston dynamics using the physical dimensions of the facility and Hornung analysis code.
Then the analytical analysis code L1d3 will be compared with the equilibrium solver code
Pitot working to a final driver condition. This condition will then be validated and a final
proposition will be offered for a New High Enthalpy Driver.
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4.1 Theoretical
Calculations from the analysis in section 3.1.2 can be seen in Figure 4.1 and shows a range
of minimum buffer lengths relating to a minimum final volume according to a maximum
theoretical CR. This graph represents the physical constraints of the compression tube
according to its geometry. From this result upper and lower bounds were chosen for
the next stage of analysis. An upper CR bound of 90 was chosen as the current nylon
buffers used by the X2 could theoretically contain this condition. However it is noted that
geometry so far is based on approximated values from L1d3, due diligence with accuracy
of buffer lengths will be taken into account in future analysis. A CR of 50 was chosen
for the lower bound as this fulfilled the objective of increasing the performance from the
current driver conditions. A python code ‘search neo.py’ was used to iterate over the
Figure 4.1: Graph displaying the range of buffer lengths associated with respective final
volumes at a set CR.
‘Hornung analysis’ code exploring the full range of allowable reservoir pressures (300 kPa
to 8 MPa) and a ratio of initial driver pressures to present a group of potential driver
conditions that can operate within the bounds set by the related analysis section 3.2. The
code was then adjusted to give more resolution and a preliminary list of drivers for both
the heavy and light pistons were found which are presented in Appendix B - Hornung
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a at temporary stop



















p at end of supply time
Figure 4.2: Collection of graphs displaying from top to bottom, Inflection point, piston ac-
celeration after inflection and Maximum driver pressure of the CR70 condition. Produced
with ‘hornung analysis.py’ code.
The list of drivers produced by using the heavy piston type were limited in resolution
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being only one quarter as many conditions as the light weight piston, shown in Appendix
B - Hornung Analysis Results and so use of the heavy piton was excluded from further
analysis. Five conditions were chosen to progress onto the next analysis, shown in Table
4.1, using L1d3 and design parameters set out in 3.2. A sample condition result from
the ‘hornung analysis.py’ code is shown in Figure 4.2 and all five condition results can be
found in Appendix B - Hornung Analysis Results.
Condition Vol.C.R. Reservoir fill (MPa) Driver fill (kPa)
CR 90 90.686 0.75 19.5
CR 80 82.135 0.85 23.0
CR 70 70.031 1.05 30.0
CR 60 61.751 1.2 37.0
CR 50 50.346 1.6 52.0
Table 4.1: Preliminary Driver conditions for L1d3 analysis
4.2 Analytical
4.2.1 Preliminary Conditions
Preliminary L1d3 full facility simulations were performed on the 5 candidate conditions
described in 4.1, the test flow conditions chosen were simplified to allow for ease of sim-
ulation time and are not true representations of exact flight conditions but will serve as
a good measure for comparing the proposed drivers against the current maximum per-
formance driver. During implementation of the L1d3 simulations it was noted that the
reservoir pressures used in Table 4.1 were not sufficient to achieve diaphragm burst pres-
sure. This is due to limitations of the Hornung analysis code in accurately representing
piston friction in the compression tube. Simulations were re-run until burst pressure was
achieved with details of simulation fill pressures for both conditions presented in Table
4.2. A sample L1d3 configuration file is presented in Appendix C - L1d3 Analysis Results.
The results from Test condition 1 with the shock tube fill pressure of 100 Pa is shown
in Figure 4.3 plotted using ‘l1d Driver condition plotter.py’ code by the author based on
code by James shown in Appendix C - L1d3 Analysis Results. The current condition as
presented in section 4.4 is capable of producing a 8 km/s shock in the shock tube. With
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Condition Reservoir (MPa) Driver (kPa) Test Condition 1 Test Condition 2
CR 90 1.2 19.5 ShkTube Fill (Pa) ShkTube Fill (Pa)
CR 80 1.3 23.0 100 3000
CR 70 1.55 30.0 AccelTube (Pa) AccelTube (Pa)
CR 60 1.8 37.0 10 10
CR 50 2.3 52.0
Table 4.2: Preliminary L1d3 simulation fill pressures.
an increase in performance the main goal of this investigation and analysing results in 4.3
there is reason to eliminate three CR conditions based on the following:-
– CR50 produces a shock that is only marginally faster than the current driver con-
dition
– CR60 producing a similar shock speed to CR70 in the shock tube however it’s
performance falls off in the acceleration tube.
– CR80 for similar reasons to CR60 the performance seems to fade in the acceleration
tube















CR = 50, p1 = 100Pa
CR = 60, p1 = 100Pa
CR = 70, p1 = 100Pa
CR = 80, p1 = 100Pa
CR = 90, p1 = 100Pa
Figure 4.3: Shock speed plot showing the performance of five CR from L1d3 simulations
performed using fill condition shown in Table 4.2.
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4.2.2 Primary Conditions
Simulation files for CR70 and 90 were adjusted to allow for some parameters outside
the scope of this investigation to be relaxed including, removing an orifice plate at the
diaphragm normally used for helium drivers to maintain piston dynamics, viscous effects
in the shock and acceleration tubes and secondary diaphragm hold time. These two driver
conditions were re-run with the same fill pressures for the shock and acceleration tube
to perform comparison tests with the current driver condition and theoretical results
produced by the Pitot code [30]. Also compared is the piston velocity to assess any
undesired motion of the piston near the buffer plate with respect to the safe operation of
X2. Considering Figure 4.4 both conditions show a considerable improvement of 1-2 km/s
increase in shock speed through out the expansion tube. However Figure 4.5 has shown
Figure 4.4: Shock speed plot showing the performance of CR70 and CR90 compared
to current CR40. L1d3 simulations performed using fill pressures from test condition 1
shown in Table 4.2.
that both conditions only improve shock speed marginally across the expansion tube with
both conditions producing similar shock speeds in the acceleration tube. This maybe
due to the small volume of driver gas available to process the dense shock tube initial fill
condition. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show L1d3 predicting less performance than the theoretical
results produced by the equilibrium solver Pitot [30], this was to be expected but shock
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Figure 4.5: Shock speed plot showing the performance of CR70 and CR90 compared
to current CR40. L1d3 simulations performed using fill pressures from test condition 2
shown in Table 4.2.
Figure 4.6: Shock speed plot showing the performance of CR70 from L1d3 simulation
against the same CR70 conditions simulated in Pitot.
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Figure 4.7: Shock speed plot showing the performance of CR90 from L1d3 simulation
against the same CR90 conditions simulated in Pitot.
Figure 4.8: Shock speed plot showing the performance of CR70, CR70D and CR70T
against the same CR70 condition simulated in Pitot. Noting the improvement in hold
time from CR70D and driver temp of CR70T do not match the Pitot prediction.
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speeds are up to 2 km/s less suggesting that the hold time is affecting the strength of
the shock produced by the pressure difference. This was investigated by implementing a
fixed volume driver into L1d3 that is assumed to have the final temperature and pressure
of the CR70 condition but with a much larger volume of gas than possible with a free
piston driver. This is to simulate the conditions of the CR70 driver without the associated
pressure hold time losses. This condition is noted CR70D and an example configuration
file for L1d3 can be found in Appendix C - L1d3 Analysis Results. Shown in Figure 4.8
it can be seen that the CR70D condition improves on the CR70 condition but no where
near explains the difference in shock speeds. Noting earlier analysis the biggest impact on
shock speed is driver temperature. An investigation into the temperatures predicted by
Pitot revealed an over prediction in driver temperature. Using the predicted temperature
from Pitot in the fixed volume driver CR70D and renamed CR70T for clarity a new
simulation was run. The results as seen in 4.8 show an increase in shock speed which
suggests that hold time will have an effect on the performance of these conditions.
4.2.3 Final Condition
The velocity of the piston for each driver condition are compared in Figure 4.9 and it can
be seen that the speeds reached by the new conditions are less than the current condition.
When focusing on the behaviour near the buffers, shown in Figure 4.10 condition CR90
has an inflection point close to the buffer plate reducing margin for error in operation of
the facility. Analysis in Section 4.2.2 suggests the hold time for the driver conditions
is insufficient and the piston will need extra room near the buffers to allow for ‘tuned’
conditions, as mentioned in Section 2.4, to be explored. Uncertainty in buffer geometry
as stated in 4.1 and predicting inconsistencies that may occur with facility operation
including:-
– Operator error with fill pressures
– Changes in ambient temperature or humidity
– Driver leaks causing mixture of helium and air changing the gas properties of driver
could result in accidental damage to the facility. With this in mind and noting the
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Figure 4.9: Shock speed plot showing the performance of five CR from L1d3 simulations
performed using fill condition shown in Table 4.2.
Figure 4.10: Shock speed plot showing the performance of five CR from L1d3 simulations
performed using fill condition shown in Table 4.2.
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performance of CR70 being similar to CR90 for the 3 kPa shock tube fill condition,
shown in Figure 4.5, the decision was made to proceed to Blank off testing with the CR70
driver. The condition was deemed to be a safer option for similar performance increases
over a range of conditions.
4.3 Experimental
Following the SOP and Risk control measures for blank of tests as shown in Appendix
D - Blank Off Test, 3 blank off tests were performed with the CR70 condition shown
in Table 4.3. One test without welding rods installed, shot ‘x2s3676’ and two physical
Condition Volumetric Compression Ratio 70
Reservoir Pressure (MPa) Driver Pressure (kPa)
1.55 30
Table 4.3: Final Driver fill pressures for Blank Off Tests
inflection point tests, shots ‘x2s3677’ and ‘x2s3678’ with all three tests recording maximum
pressure in the driver. The result of these experimental pressure traces can be found in
Appendix D - Blank Off Test. The results of matching the L1d3 simulation of driver
condition CR70 with experimental shot ‘x2s6376’ is presented in Figure 4.11. The CR70
condition was simulated over a wide range of loss factors before narrowing in on a loss
factor of 1.8. The result is expected as the value of 1.8 lies in between the current
L1d3 loss factors for the X2 facility. A loss factor of 0.5 was used for the 35 kg piston
which was slower and heavier and a loss factor of 3.5 for the 10.5 kg piston which is the
same weight but much faster and under larger pressure [8]. This process was completed
by matching the magnitude of the test shot with the correct loss factor and then time
shifting the results to make sure the trace was in agreement. Maximum pressures from all
three experimental blank off tests are shown in Table 4.4 compared with the maximum
pressure simulated with the CR70 condition in L1d3. The percentage difference between
simulation and each experimental shot are shown to be within +/- 3.5%. Confidence in
L1d3 to accurately predict X2 experimental test flows with a loss factor of 1.8 is justified
when taking into account the pressure trace matching temporally and in magnitude, and
the maximum pressure percentage differences taken over three experimental shots. The
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Figure 4.11: Time shifted Blank off pressure trace match with L1d3 simulation of CR70
with a loss factor of 1.8
Condition Maximum Pressure (MPa) % Difference
Sim CR70 L1d3 29.71 0.0
Shot x2s3676 29.74 +0.1
Shot x2s3677 29.17 -1.8
Shot x2s3678 28.76 -3.2
Table 4.4: Maximum driver pressure from Blank off experimental shots and L1d3 simu-
lation showing percentage difference from simulation.
inflection point prediction from the 1.8 loss factor simulation is shown in Figure 4.12 with
pictures of the inflection point from blank off test ‘x2s3678’ presented in Figure 4.13.
Analysing the results of inflection point for CR70 L1d3 simulation requires assessment of
the compression tube geometry defined in the python configuration file a sample is shown
in Appendix C - L1d3 Analysis Results. L1d3 details piston position from its centroid
giving an inflection point as seen in Figure 4.12 of 4.48069 m. L1d3 defines the piston
as 0.221 m long and the front face is 0.11 m further downstream than the centroid and
therefore gives a prediction for experimental inflection point of 4.37 m if measured from
the front face of the piston in its initial starting point. While turning around the facility
(getting ready for the next experimental shot), measurements were taken of the length of
the compression tube from the front face of the piston sitting on the launcher to the lip of
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Figure 4.12: Velocity of piston at location in compression tube with inflection point shown
at 4.48069 where piston is stationary.
Figure 4.13: Buffer plate after shot ‘x2s3678’ holding aluminium welding rods in buffers
to allow for empirical measurement of inflection point.
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the tube that holds the buffer plate assembly. This measurement of 4.585 m was achieved
via a Digital laser device with an accuracy of 2 mm, the result is shown in Appendix D
- Blank Off Test. The buffer plate assembly was measured from the lip that mates with
the tube to the length of the first deformed aluminium welding rod shown in figure 4.13
with pictures of measuring after shot ‘x2s3677’ ‘x2s3678’ shown in Appendix D - Blank
Off Test. Comparing these measurements gives the results in Table 4.5. Although there is
Measurement Origin Inflection (m) % Difference from Shot Buffer length (mm)
CR70 L1d3 Sim 4.37 -1.9 145
Shot ‘x2s3678’ 4.455 0.0 60
Table 4.5: Experimental and Simulated inflection points showing predicted buffer lengths
and % difference of simulation inflection prediction from experimental.
only 1.9% difference in inflection point over the whole length of the compression tube, the
predicted buffer length from simulation is substantially different being around 40% longer
than results from experimental testing. This justifies doing blank off tests and shows
the limitations inherent in L1d3’s representation of 3 dimensional areas such as buffer
plate geometry. Although the pressure trace is matched correctly to give confidence to
L1d3 predicting correct simulation of the expansion tube care must still be taken with
the piston dynamics and a buffer length shorter than predicted is better as having the
piston impact on rebound is better than a direct piston impact.
4.4 High Enthalpy Driver
The results from blank off tests give confidence in L1d3 to successfully predict the perfor-
mance of CR70 the new high enthalpy driver condition for X2. Three test flow conditions
have been chosen to showcase the characteristics of the new driver condition. The test
flow conditions with CR40 being the current maximum performance driver and CR70
A,B,E being variants of the new condition showing potential for over-driving and the use
of different size orifice plates at the throat to increase hold time and performance. The
results from the new driver as shown in Figures 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 show a steady increase
in performance from the expansion tube across all three of these test flow conditions.
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Driver Conditions Reservoir Pressure Driver Pressure Orifice Plate
CR40 6.08 MPa 77.2 kPa 65 mm
CR70 A 1.8 MPa 30 kPa 85 mm
CR70 B 2.0 MPa 30 kPa 71 mm
CR70 E 2.0 MPa 30 kPa 65 mm
Table 4.6: Driver condition fill pressures and orifice plate sizing.
Flow Conditions Shock Tube Fill Acceleration Fill
Uranus1 100 Pa 1 Pa
Apollo 3000 pa 250 Pa
FSolar 1500 pa 1 Pa
Table 4.7: Test Flow condition fill pressures.
The lower density shock tube fill pressures associated with the Uranus and Far Solar
return conditions achieve more of a performance increase as shown in Figures 4.14 and
4.15 than with the higher density Apollo flow condition shown in Figure 4.16. This could
be caused by the low volume of driver gas available not being able to hold pressure for
long enough to create a strong shock through the dense test gas.
Figure 4.14: L1d3 simulation of the Uranus test flow condition showing a large increase
in shock speed from all new variants of CR70 driver condition.
1For ease of simulation and maintaining shock tube spped this is a density matched air condition
representing an Uranus equivalent Hydrogen/Helium atmosphere.
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Figure 4.15: L1d3 simulation of the Far solar return test flow condition showing a con-
siderable increase in shock speed from all new variants of CR70 driver condition.
Comparing the new Driver conditions CR70A and CR70B with the theoretical Pitot pre-
dictions in Figure 4.17 illustrates the loss of performance from hold time when cross
referencing with Figure 4.18 showing a fixed volume driver being a closer match for the-
oretical. Figure 4.19 shows Driver condition CR70E, with the 65 mm orifice plate to
increase the hold time and a reservoir pressure of 2.0 MPa to overdrive the piston, is
comparable to the fixed volume driver. This condition CR70E produces the best result
over all the simulations run with performance increases ranging from 1-2 km/s increase
in the shock tube and 1-4 km/s in the acceleration tube. Appendix C - L1d3 Analysis
Results displays shock speed plots of the CR70E for all three test flow conditions. With
final results presented in Table 4.8.
Driver Conditions Reservoir Pressure Driver Pressure Orifice Plate
CR70 E 2.0 MPa 30 kPa 65 mm
Shock Tube fill Accel Tube fill
Shock Speed (m/s)
Shk Tube Accel Tube
Uranus 100 Pa 1 Pa 9750 16500
FSolar 1500 Pa 1 Pa 7250 17800
Apollo 3000 Pa 250 Pa 7000 10000
Table 4.8: Final Driver results showing shock speeds, condition fill pressures and orifice
plate sizing.
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Figure 4.16: L1d3 simulation of the Apollo test flow condition showing a marked increase
in shock speed from all new variants of CR70 driver condition.
Figure 4.17: L1d3 simulation of the Uranus test flow condition showing a large increase
in shock speed from all new variants of CR70 driver condition.
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Figure 4.18: L1d3 simulation of the Far solar return test flow condition showing a con-
siderable increase in shock speed from all new variants of CR70 driver condition.
Figure 4.19: L1d3 simulation of the Far solar return test flow condition showing a con-





A new high enthalpy driver condition has been developed and the Thesis “Development
of a New High Enthalpy Driver Condition for the X2 Expansion Tube” can be considered
a success. The three major objectives of this investigation have been fulfilled.
Objective One- Driver related operating limits of the X2 facility have been explored
noting that driver gas temperature plays a major role in the expansion tube’s performance
and constant pressure from the driver can influence the strength of a shock if it is not
maintained constant. The Volumetric Compression ratio has been shown to be limited
by the geometry of the facility with a trade off between the CR and hold time describing
the level of performance available with in the safe operation of the facility.
Objective Two- A new high enthalpy driver condition has been developed that performs
within the physical constraints of the facility maintaining safe operation of the free piston
and keeping maximum pressures within recommend limits. Procedures to characterise the
performance of the expansion tube have been developed with the new driver condition
shown to exceed the current maximum performance driver.
Objective Three- As part of the procedures undertaken to develop a new driver con-
dition standard operating procedures for a blank off test were set out. This included
producing a risk assessment for performing a Blank off test. Following these procedures a
successful blank off test was performed which enabled the experimental validation of the
New X2 driver condition L1d3 model.
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5.2 Further Work
The new high enthalpy driver condition has been validated but has not been experimen-
tally tested to confirm the performance increases. A recommendation to be considered
for furthering this work is to develop the driver condition to allow for a ‘tuned’ operation
via simulations. From there it would be suggested that a scaled experimental campaign
be performed progressing in stages to consider the benefits of increasing the compression
ratio so high and determine the operating conditions of the compression tube with us-
ing such a small volume of gas. Lastly further analysis of the differences between the
simulation of, the compression tube final driver volume and piston dynamics including
the inflection point, and the predictions from CFD could help understand the drop in
performance when compared to theoretical results.
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Appendix A - Python Code
File: /home/matt/Thesis/Results?/Boﬀ/comp_volume.py Page 1 of 1
# comp_volume.py
# Calculation of the geometry of X2 from dimesnsions used in l1d3
# to find volume of driver initial and final then present plot
# of geometric CR to buffer length to find max CR for facility.
# Matthew Thompson 20/03/17
 
# Import Modules
from math import pi
import matplotlib.pyplot as mplt
 









# Iterate buffer lengths from 0-100 mm through volume equations to find Max CR for 
buffer length
for i in range(0,101):
    buff_list.append(0.0+i/1000.0)
for i in buff_list:
    vol_init=pi*(r1**2*h1-6*r2**2*i+r3**2*h3)
    vol_fina=pi*(r1**2*i-6*r2**2*i+r3**2*h3)
    CR=vol_init/vol_fina
    comp_list.append(CR)
 
# Plot results of iterations of Volume and CR calculations




title = 'CR from geometric volume at minimum buffer length'
comp_boff_axis.plot(x_data, y_data, label = title)       
comp_boff_axis.plot(0.045, 98.27,ms=20, marker='+',label = 'Current Buffer Length Max 
CR 98.27') # Maximum CR for current buffer length
comp_boff_axis.plot(0.05, 90.77, ms=20, marker='+',label = 'Buffer Length 0.05mm 












File: /home/matt/Thesis/search_neo.py Page 1 of 1
# search_neo.py
# Iteration code to run list of driver conditions through 
# Hornung analysis code for concise range of 500kpa to 1.61Mpa Reservoir pressure
# narrowing down search for max C.R. for buffer volume constraint
# With Burst diaphragm and soft piston landing condition success parameters
# Using some Example code by Chris James 09/03/17 'hornung_and_pitot.py'
# Imports code written by Chris James 16/12/15 'hornung_analysis.py'
# Matthew Thompson 02/04/17
 
# Import Modules
import sys, os, math
sys.path.append(os.path.expandvars("HOME/sa_bin"))
from hornung_analysis import Hornung_analysis






# Open csv file to write list of successfull conditions
for i in range(0,2):
csv_results = open('concise_piston_type_%s.csv' % p_type[i] , "w")
csv_results.write("P_reservoir,P_driver_Pr/Pd,C.R."+'\n')
piston=p_type[i]
for j in arange(0.5e5,1.6e6,0.5e5):# Iterate through Reservoir Pressure list
p_reservoir=j
for k in range(25,60):# Iterate through range of Driver pressures
p_driver_fill=p_reservoir/k
try: # Call hornung_analysis.py to solve for successful condition
hornung_run_x2 = Hornung_analysis(p_reservoir = p_reservoir, 
p_driver_fill = p_driver_fill,
                                   driver_composition = {'He':1.0}, 
                                   driver_inputUnits = 'moles', target_lambda = 50, 
                                   p_driver_rupture = 35.7e6, p_supply_tol = 0.1, 
u_strike_limit = 1.0,
                                   target_supply_time = 0.01, a_temp_stop_tol = 1.0,
                                   u_inflect_tol = 1.0, l_buffer_min = 0.01, 
                                   l_buffer_tol = 0.001, tol_burst = 1.0,
                                   facility = 'x2', piston = piston, D_star = 0.085)
hornung_run_x2.run_simulation(t_max = 0.5, n_steps = 2000, plot = 
False, print_results = False)


















Reservoir Pressure (Pa) Driver Pressure (Pa) C.R. 
750000 19230.77 91.44513 
800000 21052.63 86.61115 
850000 22972.97 82.19247 
900000 25000 78.12663 
950000 26388.89 75.6327 
1000000 28571.43 72.11216 
1050000 30882.35 68.82416 
1050000 30000 70.03115 
1100000 32352.94 66.92921 
1150000 34848.48 64.01151 
1200000 36363.64 62.39676 
1250000 39062.5 59.77405 
1250000 37878.79 60.88722 
1300000 40625 58.38343 
1350000 43548.39 55.99961 
1350000 42187.5 57.07586 
1400000 45161.29 54.79085 
1400000 43750 55.84434 
1450000 46774.19 53.64925 
1500000 50000 51.54478 
1500000 48387.1 52.56895 
1550000 51666.67 50.54043 
1550000 50000 51.54478 
 
Reservoir Pressure (Pa) Driver Pressure (Pa) C.R. 
650000 19117.64706 91.76904 
900000 31034.48276 68.62171 
950000 33928.57143 65.04622 
1050000 38888.88889 59.93345 
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Appendix C - L1d3 Analysis Results
Shock speed plot showing the performance of CR70E for the Uranus condition.
Shock speed plot showing the performance of CR70E for the FSolar condition.
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Shock speed plot showing the performance of CR70E for the Apollo condition.
Pressure, Time plot showing driver pressure trace.
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File: /home/matt/Thesis/Results?/Pr…R_40/Shk_3kPa/x2_CR_40_3kPa.py Page 1 of 4
# File: x2_CR_40_3kPa.py
# This is an L1d simulation of the X2 expansion tube without 
# a secondary driver section and with a pure He primary driver
# and NO orifice plate.
# High Enthalpy Driver Condition test
# Current condition CR 40 Test Gas Pressure 3kPa
# This input file structure is based on work done by David Gildfind and Umar Sheikh.
# Full piston dynamics.
# Equilibrium calculation.
# Loses have been left out due to experimental dependance
# Viscous effects for Shock and Acceleration tube are off
# Condition design by Matthew Thompson under supervision-
# Chris James (c.james4@uq.edu.au)
 
# need to import math as math.pi is used later
import math
 
gdata.title = 'L1d3 - Simulation of X2 with lightweight piston'
 
t_finish=0.03        # Simulation end time [s].
t_switch=0.026        # Simulation switch to finer time steps [s].







#Fill presures from condition C.R. 40 at 3kPa shock tube fill
 
p_res_fill=6.08e6             # Reservoir fill pressure [Pa].
p_drv_fill=77.2e3         # Driver fill pressure [Pa].
prim_dia_burst=35.7e6 # Primary diaphragm burst pressure.
shk_tube_fill=3000.0        # Shock tube fill pressure[Pa].
acc_tube_fill=10 # Acceleration tube fill pressure [Pa].
sec_dia_burst=(shk_tube_fill-acc_tube_fill)+1.0
 
# Diaphragm locations 
 
x_sec_diaphragm=4.810+3.418              # x-location of secondary diaphragm [m].
#x_tert_diaphragm=4.810+5.976             # x-location of tertiary diaphragm [m].
x_acc_tube_exit=14.795                   # Acceleration tube exit; =13.789 without 
nozzle, =14.795m with nozzle.
 
# below x distances pulled from the x2_tube l1d file dave had
 
# Define the tube walls








# Tunnel downstream of compression tube:
add_break_point(4.600, 0.2568, 1) # Beginning of area change at PD; assumed linear 
change to next break point.
add_break_point(4.700, 0.0850, 1) # End of area change to PD.
# Orifice plate just after the PD which is at 4.810
add_break_point(4.810, 0.0850, 1) # End of area change to PD. This is the reference 
for the primary diaphragm location (from Dave Gildfind's PhD.)
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add_break_point(4.880, 0.0650, 1) # End of area change to PD.
add_break_point(4.950, 0.0650, 1) # End of area change to PD.
add_break_point(5.020, 0.0850, 1) # End of area change to PD.
 
#add_break_point(x_acc_tube_exit, 0.0850, 0) # Analysis tube exit. 
#
# EITHER Add the nozzle: (refer Michael Scott PhD Thesis, 2006, Table 5.3)
# THIS IS THE AT EXIT, SET ABOVE. ADD OFFSET OF 0.958 FROM HERE
 
noz_offset = -0.010


















# OR Add a straight adaptor to the dumptank:
# add_break_point(13.789, 0.0850, 1) # Analysis tube exit. 
#
###################################################################################
# Notes about the tube configuration:                                             #
#                                                                                 #
# Configuration may have mylar diaphragms at x = 8.228m, x = 10.786           #
# I.e. these are the capstan locations where the normally used tubes are joined.  #
#                                                                                 #
# The normal fixed length 85mm diameter tubes end at x=13.169m.                   #
#                                                                                 #
# If the facility is to be run in tube mode, then a 0.620m long dumptank adaptor  #
# is installed, in which case the tube ends at x=13.169+0.620=13.789m.            #
#                                                                                 #
# If the facility is to be run with the nozzle, 0.226m of the nozzle is straight, #
# therefore the straight section ends at 13.169+0.226=13.395m.                    
#    
# The contoured part of the nozzle is 1.4m long, therefore the nozzle exit        #
# is located at x=13.395+1.4=14.795m.                                             #
###################################################################################
 
#stuff to calculate the mass fractions of He and Ar in the primary driver (as L1D 
stupidly deals in mass fractions)









## For LUT analysis
create_gas_file(model="ideal gas", species=['Ar', 'He', 'N2', 'air'], 
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##Gas compositions (mass fractions) (used Umar's conventions here as it had separate 
stuff for the gases)
#species_list =               [  LUT_air  Ar      He      N2    Perf_air] 
reservoir_mfs =               [  0.0,     0.0,    0.0,    0.0,  1.0     ]
driver_mfs =                  [  0.0,     mf_Ar, mf_He,   0.0,  0.0     ]
test_gas_mfs =               [  1.0,     0.0,    0.0,    0.0,  0.0     ]
accel_gas_mfs =               [  1.0,     0.0,    0.0,    0.0,  0.0     ]
 
# Create the gas-path
 
left_wall = VelocityEnd(x0=-3.890, v=0.0)
 
res_gas = GasSlug(p=p_res_fill, u=0.0, T=296.0, nn=100*mesh_scale, adaptive=0, 
to_end_L=0,
                     to_end_R=1, cluster_strength=0.0, hcells=1,
                     viscous_effects=1, adiabatic_flag=0,
                     massf=reservoir_mfs,
                     label='compressed air to push the piston')
 
piston = Piston(m=10.524, d=0.2568, xL0=0.0, xR0=0.221, v0=0.0,
                front_seal_f=0.4, front_seal_area=0.020*0.2568*math.pi,
                is_restrain=0, with_brakes=0,
                x_buffer=4.5895, hit_buffer=0,
                label='single stage x2 piston')
 
driver_gas = GasSlug(p=p_drv_fill, u=0.0, T=296.0, nn=100*mesh_scale, adaptive=0, 
to_end_L=0,
                     to_end_R=1, cluster_strength=1.05, hcells=1,
                     viscous_effects=1, adiabatic_flag=0,
                     massf=driver_mfs,
                     label='compressed helium driver gas')
 
primary_diaphragm = Diaphragm(x0=4.810, p_burst=prim_dia_burst, is_burst=0, 
dt_hold=10.0e-6, dt_blend=0.0, dx_blend=0.0)
 
test_gas = GasSlug(p=shk_tube_fill, u=0.0, T=296.0, nn=100*mesh_scale, adaptive=0, 
    to_end_L=1, to_end_R=1, cluster_strength=1.05, hcells=1,
                    viscous_effects=no_viscous, adiabatic_flag=0,
                    massf=test_gas_mfs, label='test-gas in the shock tube')
 
 
# Secondary diaphragm burst pressure is from the burst pressure of a single aluminium 
foil diaphragm.
secondary_diaphragm = Diaphragm(x0=x_sec_diaphragm, p_burst=sec_dia_burst, 
is_burst=0, dt_hold=0, dt_blend=0.0, dx_blend=0.0)
 
#diaphragm_two = Piston(m=794E-6, d=0.085, xL0=x_sec_diaphragm, xR0=x_sec_diaphragm, 
v0=0.0,
#                          type_of_piston=0, is_restrain=1, p_restrain=0.5e6, 
with_brakes=0,
#                          label='ideal piston acting as secondary diaphragm', 
f_decay=25000.0,
#                          mass_limit=1.0e-7)
 
#diaphragm_three = Piston(m=794E-6, d=0.085, xL0=x_tert_diaphragm, 
xR0=x_tert_diaphragm, v0=0.0,
#                          type_of_piston=0, is_restrain=1, p_restrain=0.5e6, 
with_brakes=0,
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#                          label='ideal piston acting as tertiary diaphragm', 
f_decay=25000.0,
#                          mass_limit=1.0e-7)
 
accelerator_gas = GasSlug(p=acc_tube_fill, u=0.0, T=296.0, nn=300*mesh_scale, 
nnmax=1000, adaptive=0, 
                          to_end_L=1, to_end_R=0, cluster_strength=1.05, hcells=1,
                          viscous_effects=no_viscous, adiabatic_flag=0,
                          massf=accel_gas_mfs,




assemble_gas_path(left_wall, res_gas, piston, driver_gas, primary_diaphragm, 
test_gas, secondary_diaphragm, accelerator_gas, right_free)
 
# Add some global data
gdata.n = 1000
 














# Define history locations
add_history_loc(4.600)   # Compression tube pressure immediately upstream of primary 
diaphragm. 0
add_history_loc(4.810)   # Compression tube pressure at primary diaphragm. 1
add_history_loc(4.810+2.577)   # PCB transducer sd1. 2
add_history_loc(4.810+2.810)   # PCB transducer sd2. 3
add_history_loc(4.810+3.043)   # PCB transducer sd3. 4
add_history_loc(4.810+4.231)   # PCB transducer st1. 5
add_history_loc(4.810+4.746)   # PCB transducer st2. 6
add_history_loc(4.810+5.260)   # PCB transducer st3. 7
add_history_loc(4.810+6.437)   # PCB transducer at1. 8
add_history_loc(4.810+6.615)   # PCB transducer at2. 9
add_history_loc(4.810+6.796)   # PCB transducer at3. 10
add_history_loc(4.810+7.590)   # PCB transducer at4. 11
add_history_loc(4.810+7.846)   # PCB transducer at5. 12
add_history_loc(4.810+8.096)   # PCB transducer at6. 13
 
add_history_loc(13.395+noz_offset)  # End of straight tube part of facility. 14
 
add_history_loc(nozzle_exit)   # Nozzle exit 15
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# l1d_Driver_condition_plotter.py
"""
This is a code to load in some of Pierpaolo's L1d file reading stuff so that 
I can plot them together...
 
Chris James (c.james4@uq.edu.au) - 14/04/16
Adapted by Matthew Thompson 16/10/17
"""
 
import sys, os, path, copy
sys.path.append(os.path.expandvars("$HOME/sa_bin")) # installation directory
from l1Dfilereader import *








































for compression_ratio in comp_rat:
    condition_list.append('CR_{0}/Shk_{1}Pa'.format(compression_ratio, shock_fill))
    base_name_list.append('x2_CR_{0}_{1}Pa'.format(compression_ratio, shock_fill))
    condition_titles['CR_{0}/Shk_{1}Pa'.format(compression_ratio, shock_fill)] = 'CR 
= {0}, ShockTube Fill = {1}Pa, AccelTube Fill = {2}Pa'.format(compression_ratio, 
shock_fill, accel_fill)









for condition, base_name in zip(condition_list, base_name_list):
    print '-' * 60
    print "Now working through condition {0}.".format(condition)    
    driver_p_data['titles'].append(condition)
    driver_t_data['titles'].append(condition)
    piston_data['titles'].append(condition)        
    shock_speed_data['titles'].append(condition)
    #at6_data['titles'].append(condition) 
    sd3_data['titles'].append(condition)  
    st1_data['titles'].append(condition) 
    at1_data['titles'].append(condition)   
    
    # Initialization of objects
    print "Loading data."
    # delete data is needed to run it multiple times...
    slugList,diaphragmList,pistonList = main(condition, base_name, delete_data=True)
    
    # Shock speed calculator
    slugList.slug_merger()
    slugList.trimmer(slugList[0].xL, slugList[-1].xR)
    slugList.shock_estimator(100)
    slugList.shock_speed(q = 1)
    
    # now store the shock speed and position lists so we can plot data together... 
    shock_speed_data[condition + '_x'] = copy.copy(slugList.x_av)
    shock_speed_data[condition + '_Vs'] = copy.copy(slugList.v)
    #print(shock_speed_data[condition + '_x'])
    #print(shock_speed_data[condition + '_Vs'])
    
    # Collecting piston data
 
    piston_data[condition + '_x']= copy.copy(pistonList.data.x)
    piston_data[condition + '_V'] = copy.copy(pistonList.data.V)
    piston_x_max.append(piston_data[condition + '_x'].max(axis=0))
    piston_V_max.append(piston_data[condition + '_V'].max(axis=0))
        
    # Trying to load history locations 
    
    all_history = main_history(condition, base_name)
    
    # now let's try to store this...
    
    # Collecting driver pressure data
    
    driver_pressure_data = all_history[4.810, :, 'p']
    driver_temp_data = all_history[4.810,:, 'T_0']
    #print(all_history[4.810,:])
    # now let's try to store this...
    
    driver_p_data[condition + '_t'] = driver_pressure_data.index
    driver_p_data[condition + '_p'] = driver_pressure_data
    driver_p_max.append(driver_p_data[condition + '_p'].max(axis=0))      
    driver_t_data[condition + '_t'] = driver_temp_data.index
    driver_t_data[condition + '_T_0'] = driver_temp_data
    driver_t_max.append(driver_t_data[condition + '_T_0'].max(axis=0))      
              
    # these need to be reinitialised to allow it to load the next simulation after...
    # the code has issues if you don't
    Piston.lst = []
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    Slug.lst = []  
    Diaphragm.lst = []
    
# do shock speed plot...
    
print '-'*60
print "Now doing the shock speed plot."
print (driver_p_data['titles'])
print (piston_data['titles'])       
fig, ax1 = mplt.subplots()
mplt.hold(True)
 
for condition in shock_speed_data['titles']:
    x_data = shock_speed_data[condition + '_x']
    y_data = shock_speed_data[condition + '_Vs']
    title = condition_titles[condition]
    ax1.plot(x_data, y_data, label = title)
    
# add Pitot data...
    
x_data = [4.810, 4.810+3.418, 4.810+3.418, 13.395]
y_data = [8636.4,8636.4, 14884.14, 14884.14]
title = 'CR40 Pitot (eq)'
ax1.plot(x_data, y_data, label = title)
x_data = [4.810, 4.810+3.418, 4.810+3.418, 13.395]
y_data = [11117.93,11117.93, 19476.75, 19476.75]
title = 'CR70A Pitot (eq)'
ax1.plot(x_data, y_data, label = title)
x_data = [4.810, 4.810+3.418, 4.810+3.418, 13.395]
y_data = [10807.82,10807.82, 18679.76, 18679.76]
title = 'CR70B Pitot (eq)'




ax1.set_ylabel('Vs (m/s)')   
ax1.set_xlim(4.8,13.4) # I have cut the distance down to just the x2 shock tube and 
acceleration tube...
ax1.set_ylim(0.0,16000.0) # I have cut the distance down to just the x2 shock tube 
and acceleration tube...
 
mplt.savefig(shock_speed_plot_output_filename + '.eps',format='eps',dpi=250, 
bbox_inches='tight')
mplt.savefig(shock_speed_plot_output_filename + '.png',format='png',dpi=250, 
bbox_inches='tight')





#now do the pressure plot...
 
print '-'*60
print "Now doing driver pressure plot."
 
driver_p_fig, driver_p_axis = mplt.subplots()
mplt.hold(True)
for condition in driver_p_data['titles']:
    x_data = driver_p_data[condition + '_t']
    y_data = driver_p_data[condition + '_p']
    title = condition_titles[condition]
    driver_p_axis.plot(x_data, y_data, label = title)       
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driver_p_axis.legend(loc = 'best')
driver_p_axis.set_xlabel('t (s)')
driver_p_axis.set_ylabel('driver pressure (Pa)')   
mplt.show()
 
#now do the pressure plot...
 
print '-'*60
print "Now doing driver Temperature plot."
 
driver_p_fig, driver_p_axis = mplt.subplots()
mplt.hold(True)
for condition in driver_t_data['titles']:
    x_data = driver_t_data[condition + '_t']
    y_data = driver_t_data[condition + '_T_0']
    title = condition_titles[condition]
    driver_p_axis.plot(x_data, y_data, label = title)       
driver_p_axis.legend(loc = 'best')
driver_p_axis.set_xlabel('t (s)')
driver_p_axis.set_ylabel('Driver Temperature (K)')   
mplt.show()
#now do the piston plot...
print '-'*60
print "Now doing piston plot."
 
piston_p_fig, piston_p_axis = mplt.subplots()
mplt.hold(True)
for condition in piston_data['titles']:
    x_data = piston_data[condition + '_x']
    y_data = piston_data[condition + '_V']
    title = driver_titles[condition]
    piston_p_axis.plot(x_data, y_data, label = title)      
piston_p_axis.legend(loc = 'best')
piston_p_axis.set_xlabel('Piston x Location (m)')
piston_p_axis.set_ylabel('Piston Velocity (m/s)')   
mplt.show()
 
#now do Driver Max plot...
print '-'*60
print 'Max Driver Pressure Plot'
 
driver_p_fig, driver_p_axis = mplt.subplots()
mplt.hold(True)
for condition in driver_p_data['titles']:
    x_data = comp_rat
    y_data = driver_p_max
    title = condition_titles[condition]
    driver_p_axis.plot(x_data, y_data, label = title)       
driver_p_axis.legend(loc = 'best')
driver_p_axis.set_xlabel('Loss Factor')
driver_p_axis.set_ylabel('Driver pressure (Pa)')   
mplt.show()
 
#now do Velocity Max plot...
print '-'*60
print 'Max Piston Velocity Plot'
 
driver_p_fig, driver_p_axis = mplt.subplots()
mplt.hold(True)
for condition in driver_p_data['titles']:
    x_data = comp_rat
    y_data = piston_V_max
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    title = condition_titles[condition]
    driver_p_axis.plot(x_data, y_data, label = title)       
driver_p_axis.legend(loc = 'best')
driver_p_axis.set_xlabel('Loss Factor')




print 'Max Driver pressure list'
print driver_p_max
print '-'*60
print 'Max Driver temperature list'
print driver_t_max
print '-'*60
print 'Max Piston displacement list'
print piston_x_max
print '-'*60
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# File: x2_CR_70D_100Pa.py
# This is an L1d simulation of the X2 expansion tube without 
# using a fixed volume driver section with a pure He primary driver.
# Driver condition CR70D has 71mm orifice plate.
# Test flow Condition is the Uranus entry condition similar to Chris James using
# a test gas of air comparable to He/H2 gas properties of Uranus.
# This is input file is based on work done by David Gildfind and Chris James.
# Losses have been determined from Experimental blank off tests for this
# CR_70 condition Using P4 and T4 of 35.7MPa and 5030K respectively
# Equilibrium calculation.
# 
# Original file by Chris James (c.james4@uq.edu.au)
# Matthew Thompson (15/10/17)
import math
 
gdata.title = 'L1d3 - Simulation of X2 with lightweight piston'
 
# Some configuration settings 
t_finish=0.001     # Simulation end time [s].
#t_switch=0.01  # Simulation switch to finer time steps [s].
#t_fine=1.0e-5*3.0     # Size of finer time steps [s].
mesh_scale=2.0;
no_viscous=0      # No viscous effects for Shock or Accel Tubes
 
#Fill pressures from new condition C.R. 70 at 100Pa shock tube fill and 1Pa acc tube 
fill
#these fills are to simulate Uranus entry conditions.
 
p_drv_fill=35.7e6               # Driver fill pressure [Pa].
shk_tube_fill=100.0      # Shock tube fill pressure[Pa].
acc_tube_fill=10.0     # Acceleration tube fill pressure [Pa].
prim_dia_burst=p_drv_fill-0.1e6 # Primary diaphragm burst pressure. 
sec_dia_burst=(shk_tube_fill-acc_tube_fill)+1.0 # Secondary diaphragm burst pressure.
 
# Diaphragm location
x_sec_diaphragm=4.810+3.418              # x-location of secondary diaphragm [m].
 
# below x distances pulled from the x2_tube l1d file dave had
 
# Define the tube walls
# Fixed Volume Driver
add_break_point(0.00, 0.2568, 1)
add_break_point(4.600, 0.2568, 1) # Beginning of area change at PD
add_break_point(4.700, 0.0850, 1) # End of area change to PD.
add_break_point(4.810, 0.0850, 1) # End of area change to PD. This is the reference 
for the primary diaphragm location (from Dave Gildfind's PhD.)
add_break_point(4.880, 0.0710, 1) # End of area change to PD. 
add_break_point(4.950, 0.0710, 1) # End of area change to PD.
add_break_point(5.020, 0.0850, 1) # End of area change to PD.
# End of Shock and Acceleration tube begining of Nozzle
noz_offset = -0.010




















#stuff to calculate the mass fractions of He and Ar in the primary driver 









## For LUT analysis
create_gas_file(model="ideal gas", species=['Ar', 'He', 'N2', 'air'], 




##Gas compositions (mass fractions) (used Umar's conventions here as it had separate 
stuff for the gases)
#species_list =               [  LUT_air  Ar      He      N2    Perf_air] 
reservoir_mfs =               [  0.0,     0.0,    0.0,    0.0,  1.0     ]
driver_mfs =                  [  0.0,     0.0,    1.0,   0.0,  0.0     ]
test_gas_mfs =               [  1.0,     0.0,    0.0,    0.0,  0.0     ]
accel_gas_mfs =               [  1.0,     0.0,    0.0,    0.0,  0.0     ]
 
# Create the gas-path
 
left_wall = VelocityEnd(x0=0.0, v=0.0)
 
driver_gas = GasSlug(p=p_drv_fill, u=0.0, T=4960.0, nn=100*mesh_scale, adaptive=0, 
to_end_L=0,
                     to_end_R=1, cluster_strength=1.05, hcells=1,
                     viscous_effects=1, adiabatic_flag=0,
                     massf=driver_mfs,
                     label='compressed helium driver gas')
 
primary_diaphragm = Diaphragm(x0=4.810, p_burst=prim_dia_burst, is_burst=0, 
dt_hold=10.0e-6, dt_blend=0.0, dx_blend=0.0)
 
test_gas = GasSlug(p=shk_tube_fill, u=0.0, T=296.0, nn=100*mesh_scale, adaptive=0, 
    to_end_L=1, to_end_R=1, cluster_strength=1.05, hcells=1,
                    viscous_effects=no_viscous, adiabatic_flag=0,
                    massf=test_gas_mfs, label='test-gas in the shock tube')
 
secondary_diaphragm = Diaphragm(x0=x_sec_diaphragm, p_burst=sec_dia_burst, 
is_burst=0, dt_hold=0, dt_blend=0.0, dx_blend=0.0)
 
accelerator_gas = GasSlug(p=acc_tube_fill, u=0.0, T=296.0, nn=300*mesh_scale, 
nnmax=1000, adaptive=0, 
                          to_end_L=1, to_end_R=0, cluster_strength=1.05, hcells=1,
                          viscous_effects=no_viscous, adiabatic_flag=0,
                          massf=accel_gas_mfs,
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assemble_gas_path(left_wall, driver_gas, primary_diaphragm, test_gas, 
secondary_diaphragm, accelerator_gas, right_free)
 
# Add some global data
gdata.n = 1000
 
# Add a loss region
#add_loss_region(-0.36, 0.15, 1.8)
# add_loss_region(4.6, 4.81, 0.7) This loss factor needs to be experimentally 
validated
 










# Define history locations
add_history_loc(4.600)   # Compression tube pressure immediately upstream of primary 
diaphragm. 0
add_history_loc(4.810)   # Compression tube pressure at primary diaphragm. 1
add_history_loc(4.810+2.577)   # PCB transducer sd1. 2
add_history_loc(4.810+2.810)   # PCB transducer sd2. 3
add_history_loc(4.810+3.043)   # PCB transducer sd3. 4
add_history_loc(4.810+4.231)   # PCB transducer st1. 5
add_history_loc(4.810+4.746)   # PCB transducer st2. 6
add_history_loc(4.810+5.260)   # PCB transducer st3. 7
add_history_loc(4.810+6.437)   # PCB transducer at1. 8
add_history_loc(4.810+6.615)   # PCB transducer at2. 9
add_history_loc(4.810+6.796)   # PCB transducer at3. 10
add_history_loc(4.810+7.590)   # PCB transducer at4. 11
add_history_loc(4.810+7.846)   # PCB transducer at5. 12
add_history_loc(4.810+8.096)   # PCB transducer at6. 13
add_history_loc(13.395+noz_offset)  # End of straight tube part of facility. 14
add_history_loc(nozzle_exit)   # Nozzle exit 15
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Appendix D - Blank Off Test
Collection of all pressure traces from experimental blank off test.
Measurement of bent over aluminium welding rods to find inflection point of piston.
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Standard Operating Procedure 
SMME-HYPERSONICS-XLABS: 
X2 Piston Blank Off Tests 




Required training, inductions, reading, and risk assessments: 
1. RA: “SMME-HYPERSONICS-XLABS-X2Piston Blank Off Tests” 
2. OHSB07 – Compressed Gases Safety Assessment 
3. OHSB08 –  General Workplace Safety Assessment 
4. OHSB09 – Fire Safety Assessment 
5. Expansion tube laboratory area specific induction 
6. X2 Expansion Tube Tunnel Training Program and Manual  
7. Approved X2 operator to run experiment 
Required PPE for facility operators: 
1. Safety glasses 
2. Hearing protection 
3. Enclosed shoes 
Required PPE for bystanders: 
1. Safety glasses 
2. Hearing protection 
3. Enclosed shoes 
Procedure: 
1. Ensure experiments have been discussed and authorised by laboratory manager. 
2. Verify analytically/computationally that blank-off peak pressure will not exceed 40MPa. 
Note: Blank-off tests can produce peak pressures several times higher than nominal 
diaphragm rupturing condition. 
3. Fully vent facility and open balance lines. 
4. Reload free-piston driver and ensure piston is correctly mounted on launcher and pumping 
down to vacuum.  
5. Verify analytically/computationally peak piston displacement, and ensure appropriate 
buffers are installed. Note: Piston will impact buffers of inappropriate length. 
6. Install weld-rods to buffers if desired.  
7. Check condition of blank-off plate and PCB pressure transducer. Ensure PCB is installed 
correctly and cables are routed from nearest pressure mount opening and not pinched when 
tightening capstan.  
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8. Ensure blank off plate is correctly installed. This is completed by ensuring the capstan is 
tightened to the Blank off plate indicator.  
9. Ensure Mylar diaphragms at the secondary and tertiary stations are not installed. 
Reassemble primary capstan and driven sections. Move dump-tank into firing position. 
10. Raise dump-tank motor-drive pinion from the linear rack.  
11. Move facility tubes and trolleys into firing positions.  
12. Driven tubes and dump tank are at atmospheric pressure. Note: for blank-off tests, the 
driven tube and test section are not evacuated and are not sealed due to PCB pressure 
transducer cables running through tube from nearest pressure mount opening. 
13. Evacuate the driver tube using compression tube vacuum pump. 
14. Arm data acquisition system.  
15. Apply eye protection. Fill driver tube with desired driver gas mixture and isolate from 
manifold.  
16. Apply ear protection. Isolate reservoir tube and gauges. 
17. Fill reservoir tube with compressed air to desired pressure.  
18. Fire facility in accordance with X2 standard operating procedure. 
19. Vent reservoir tube to atmospheric pressure. Ensure reservoir is fully vented before 
proceeding. 
20. Open manifold to driver tube and check pressure. 
21. Vent driver tube to atmosphere.  
22. Vent entire facility. Turn off all vacuum pumps. 
Precautions and contingencies: 
1. In the case of pressure rise in driven tube and dump tank following experiment (evidenced 
by dump tank pressure increase): 
a. Ensure reservoir vent is fully open.  
b. Turn on vacuum pump to test section and open valve. 
c. Stand clear until fully vented. 
 
2. In the case of piston pre-launch (evidenced by facility recoil, noise during reservoir filling): 
a. Immediately discontinue filling reservoir 
b. Vent reservoir tube. 
c. Complete steps 19-22. 
 
3. In the case of experiment abort (any other reason): 
a. Vent reservoir tube. 
b. Complete steps 19-22. 
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Laser measurement of compression tube length from piston face on launcher to lip housing
the buffer assembly.
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2706
RISK DESCRIPTION TREND CURRENT RESIDUAL
SMME-HYPERSONICS-XLABS-X2 Piston Blank Off Tests Low Low
RISK OWNER RISK IDENTIFIED ON LAST REVIEWED ON NEXT SCHEDULED REVIEW
Matthew Thompson 27/09/2017 27/09/2017 27/09/2022
RISK FACTOR(S)
Barrel Over-pressure:
Blanked off tests can result in driver pressures rising far above the equivalent pressure
with a rupturing diaphragm.
Blank-off Plate Rupture:
Blanked off plate is subject to a high peak pressure during the blanked off test.
Blank-off Plate Leakage:
It is possible there will be leakage of pressure driver gas past the blanked off plate if the
assembly does not interface correctly following assembly of the primary capstan. This
could occur during filling or during the shot.
Free-piston disintegration:
The piston will be subject to high pressure loads during the first blanked off driver
commissioning experiments. In the worst case scenario, the piston will disintegrate and
the blank off plate will be ruptured. Driver and reservoir gas will rapidly vent to the driven
tube and test section.
Piston Pre-launch:
During reservoir filling, it is possible that a leak across the piston launcher seals will
prematurely release the piston.
EXISTING CONTROL(S)
Control: X2's driver is rated to ~40MPa, which includes a large safety factor (damage
would actually only begin to occur internally at ~200 MPa, and ~300MPa is required to
cause rupture).
It is not possible to fill the reservoir to sufficiently high pressure to produce this final
driver pressure - so over-pressurising the compression tube is essentially impossible.
Nevertheless, in this testing, computer simulation will be used to analyse conditions prior
to testing and verify the predicted peak pressure prior to experimentation.
Driver tube failure is a catastrophic event, but risk has been assessed as low, since event
is deemed impossible under realistic operation of the facility.
________________________________________________
Control: Operators are required to complete laboratory inductions and receive training on
the operation of X2 prior to completion of experiments. Satisfactory understanding of
facility operation is required before operators are allowed to utilise the facilities.
________________________________________________
Control: Operators are required to wear appropriate PPE during operation of X2. This
includes safety glasses, hearing protection, and closed-in shoes.
Operators are required to wear appropriate PPE during operation of X2. This includes
safety glasses, hearing protection, and closed-in shoes.
Control: Blanked off plate is a machined steel disc with a thickness of (19mm). The plate
has two PCB mounts and is well supported around its edges, analysis of pressure rupture
and deflection show that it should be able to take over 200 MPa with deflection less than
0.3 mm at this pressure. Therefore the chances of rupture or falilure due to weakness at
PCB mounts are extremely low.
Risk assessed as low since likelihood is judged as extremely remote, and consequence not
especially severe (i.e. loud noise in laboratory, where personnel are wearing hearing
protection).
________________________________________________
Control: The facility will be fully closed so that the explosion from the driver will be fully
contained, as normally occurs during operation of the facility. Any over-pressure blast
wave in the driven tube and dumptank will have attenuated by the time the test section is
pushed off and venting to the lab takes place.
________________________________________________
Control: Operators are required to wear appropriate PPE during operation of X2. This
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includes safety glasses, hearing protection, and closed-in shoes.
Operators are required to wear appropriate PPE during operation of X2. This includes
safety glasses, hearing protection, and closed-in shoes.
Control: Venting of a small amount of gas to the large volume driven tube will only result
in a small pressure rise which can be accommodated by the dump tank moving off the
nozzle and vented to the lab. These gases are non-toxic and He/Ar species will be in low
concentration in the vented mixture.
________________________________________________
Control: Operators are required to complete laboratory inductions and receive training on
the operation of X2 prior to completion of experiments. Satisfactory understanding of
facility operation is required before operators are allowed to utilise the facilities.
________________________________________________
Control: Operators are required to wear appropriate PPE during operation of X2. This
includes safety glasses, hearing protection, and closed-in shoes.
Operators are required to wear appropriate PPE during operation of X2. This includes
safety glasses, hearing protection, and closed-in shoes.
Control: The facility is designed to contain a piston impact event. The piston is a solid
aluminium component which is deemed extremely unlikely to disintegrate at these speeds
(i.e. break into pieces which allow passage of gas across its length).
For practical purposes this is considered an impossible event, and therefore risk is
assessed as low. If, however, it did occur, then over-pressure in driven tube and test
section would be contained initially; eventually dumptank would push off and vent internal
high pressure gas, which would result in noise but no other hazards. Personnel will be
wearing ear protection.
________________________________________________
Control: Operators are required to wear appropriate PPE during operation of X2. This
includes safety glasses, hearing protection, and closed-in shoes.
Operators are required to wear appropriate PPE during operation of X2. This includes
safety glasses, hearing protection, and closed-in shoes.
Control: For a blanked off test, this is equivalent to releasing the piston with a lower
reservoir pressure. As such, the precautions applied to the blanked off test more than
accommodate this event.
________________________________________________
Control: Operators are required to complete laboratory inductions and receive training on
the operation of X2 prior to completion of experiments. Satisfactory understanding of
facility operation is required before operators are allowed to utilise the facilities.
________________________________________________
Control: Operators are required to wear appropriate PPE during operation of X2. This
includes safety glasses, hearing protection, and closed-in shoes.
PROPOSED CONTROL(S) TO ADDRESS THIS RISK
Treatment: Current controls are deemed appropriate.
Treatment: Current controls are deemed appropriate.
Treatment: Current controls deemed appropriate.
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# l1d_Boff_Trace_plotter.py
"""
This code is based off code by
Chris James, 14/04/16




This code plots driver pressure of Blank off simulations
to compare with an empirical Pressure trace of X2 Blank off
experiments to calibrate loss factors for accurate simulation
of the new driver conditions.
"""
 
import sys, os, path, copy
sys.path.append(os.path.expandvars("$HOME/sa_bin")) # installation directory
sys.path.append("") # so that we can find user's scripts in current directory
from tdms_reader import tdms_reader
from tdms_time import tdms_time
from l1Dfilereader import *










for loss_factor in (losses):
    condition_list.append('CR_{0}/Loss_{1}'.format(compression_ratio, loss_factor))
    base_name_list.append('x2_CR_{0}_{1}'.format(compression_ratio, loss_factor))
    condition_titles['CR_{0}/Loss_{1}'.format(compression_ratio, loss_factor)] = 'CR 
= {0}, LF = {1}'.format(compression_ratio, loss_factor)























time = tdms_time(data['driver_pressure'].time_data)#need it in seconds to match l1d3 
*1.0e3 #so it is in milliseconds
pressure = (data['driver_pressure'].data)*1.0e3 #so it is in Pascals
focal_time=[]
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focal_pressure=[]
 
for i,j in zip(time,pressure):
    if i <= f_time and i >= s_time:
        focal_time.append(i-time_shift)#focus time and shift to suit l1d3
        focal_pressure.append(j)
for condition, base_name in zip(condition_list, base_name_list):
    print '-' * 60
    print "Now working through condition {0}.".format(condition)    
    
    driver_p_data['titles'].append(condition)
    piston_data['titles'].append(condition)      
        
    # Initialization of objects
    print "Loading data."
    # delete data is needed to run it multiple times...
 
    slugList,diaphragmList,pistonList = main(condition, base_name, delete_data=True)
 
    # Collecting piston data
 
    piston_data[condition + '_x']= copy.copy(pistonList.data.x)
    piston_data[condition + '_V'] = copy.copy(pistonList.data.V)
    piston_x_max.append(piston_data[condition + '_x'].max(axis=0))
    piston_V_max.append(piston_data[condition + '_V'].max(axis=0))
    
    # Trying to load history locations
    
    all_history = main_history(condition, base_name)
    
    # Collecting driver pressure data 
    
    driver_pressure_data = all_history[4.810, :, 'p']
    
    # now let's try to store this...
    
    driver_p_data[condition + '_t'] = driver_pressure_data.index
    driver_p_data[condition + '_p'] = driver_pressure_data
    driver_p_max.append(driver_p_data[condition + '_p'].max(axis=0))
    driver_p_loss=losses      
    #driver_p_loss=[loss]
    # these need to be reinitialised to allow it to load the next simulation after...
    # the code has issues if you don't
    Piston.lst = []
    Slug.lst = []  
    #Diaphragm.lst = []
    
print '-'*60
print "Now doing driver pressure plot."
 
driver_p_fig, driver_p_axis = mplt.subplots()
mplt.hold(True)
for condition in driver_p_data['titles']:
    x_data = driver_p_data[condition + '_t']
    y_data = driver_p_data[condition + '_p']
    title = condition_titles[condition]
    driver_p_axis.plot(x_data, y_data, label = title)       
driver_p_axis.plot(focal_time,focal_pressure, label = shot_name)
driver_p_axis.legend(loc = 'best')
driver_p_axis.set_xlabel('t (s)')
driver_p_axis.set_ylabel('driver pressure (Pa)')   
mplt.show()
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print '-'*60
print "Now doing piston plot."
 
piston_p_fig, piston_p_axis = mplt.subplots()
mplt.hold(True)
for condition in piston_data['titles']:
    x_data = piston_data[condition + '_x']
    y_data = piston_data[condition + '_V']
    title = condition_titles[condition]
    piston_p_axis.plot(x_data, y_data, label = title)      
piston_p_axis.legend(loc = 'best')
piston_p_axis.set_xlabel('Piston x Location (m)')




print 'Max Driver Pressure Plot'
 
driver_p_fig, driver_p_axis = mplt.subplots()
mplt.hold(True)
for condition in driver_p_data['titles']:
    x_data = driver_p_loss
    y_data = driver_p_max
    title = condition_titles[condition]
    driver_p_axis.plot(x_data, y_data, label = title)       
driver_p_axis.legend(loc = 'best')
driver_p_axis.set_xlabel('Loss Factor')




print 'Max Driver pressure list'
print driver_p_max
print '-'*60
print 'Max Piston displacement list'
print piston_x_max
print '-'*60
print 'Max Piston Velocity list'
print piston_V_max
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# S/N: 11014 # Curve fit: 
#     Sensitivity (V/kPa): 1.4154E-04 
#     Standard error (%): 0.985 
#     Intercept (V): 4.5708E-02 
#     Standard error (%): 101.490 
# Individual Sensitivities: 
#     Mean (V/kPa): 1.4328E-04 
#     Standard error (%): 1.277 
 
# Curve fit through origin: 
#     Sensitivity (V/kPa): 1.4289E-04 
#     Standard error (%): 0.343 
Calibration No. Nominal Pressure(kPa) Actual Pressure(kPa) tstart(s) tend(s) Voltage(V) Sensitivity(V/kPa) 
11014_15000kPa_1 NaN NaN 1.40000e-01 1.50000e-01 NaN NaN 
11014_15000kPa_2 15000.00 14985.57 1.40000e-01 1.50000e-01 -2.14334e+00 1.43027e-04 
11014_15000kPa_3 15000.00 14985.57 1.40000e-01 1.50000e-01 -2.14653e+00 1.43240e-04 
11014_15000kPa_4 15000.00 14985.57 1.40000e-01 1.50000e-01 -2.17086e+00 1.44863e-04 
11014_15000kPa_5 15000.00 14985.57 1.40000e-01 1.50000e-01 -2.19976e+00 1.46792e-04 
11014_30000kPa_1 30000.00 29971.81 1.40000e-01 1.50000e-01 -4.37125e+00 1.45845e-04 
11014_30000kPa_2 30000.00 29971.81 1.40000e-01 1.50000e-01 -4.32065e+00 1.44157e-04 
11014_30000kPa_3 30000.00 29971.81 1.40000e-01 1.50000e-01 -4.29435e+00 1.43280e-04 
11014_30000kPa_4 30000.00 29971.81 1.40000e-01 1.50000e-01 -4.25853e+00 1.42085e-04 
11014_30000kPa_5 30000.00 29971.81 1.40000e-01 1.50000e-01 -4.21627e+00 1.40675e-04 
11014_45000kPa_1 45000.00 44958.04 1.40000e-01 1.50000e-01 -6.34319e+00 1.41091e-04 
11014_45000kPa_2 45000.00 44958.04 1.40000e-01 1.50000e-01 -6.44120e+00 1.43271e-04 
11014_45000kPa_3 45000.00 44958.04 1.40000e-01 1.50000e-01 -6.31676e+00 1.40503e-04 
11014_45000kPa_4 45000.00 44958.04 1.40000e-01 1.50000e-01 -6.47421e+00 1.44006e-04 
11014_45000kPa_5 45000.00 44958.04 1.40000e-01 1.50000e-01 -6.43563e+00 1.43147e-04 
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